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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

PRODUCT DETAILS:

FOR112 FIELD BLANKET MULTICAM WITH POUCH

Providing a perfect balance between performance and lite weight, the FOR112 retains the FOR78’s enhanced UV and water repellant coatings making it 
our most robust two-layer ThermaShield Field Blanket.  With camouflage on one side and our coyote colored DesertCloth® on the other, you have 
concealment options as well as an easy transition between environments.  Attach it to your vehicle using our patented SmartClips, make a hide, or keep 
warm by the fire making S'mores.  The choice is yours.    *Note: The FOR97 is the same Field Blanket but is coyote colored on both sides.

Field Blanket Dimensions:   112” L x 72” W, (285cm L x 183 cm W)

Total Weight:  2.2 lbs., (.99kg)

Pouch Dimensions:   10.5” L x 7” W x 2.5” D, (27cm L x 18 cm W x 6 cm D))

Pouch Capacity: 184 cubic inches (3 liters)

Colors available:  Coyote on one side, MultiCam on the other

https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/TS-11B-Field-Blanket-w-Pouch-p94899115


PRODUCT FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECS:

For more information on this product visit: 

Contact Frank Arellanes for group purchasing information at: frank@forceprotector.com (c) 818-403-9464

✓ 400D Cordura 

✓ FPG DesertCloth®

✓ FPG Reflectec®

✓ FPG SmartClip®

✓ Water resistant YKK Zipper

✓ Military Grade Snaps, Hook and Loop, and Thread

http://bit.ly/2BNzT8K

✓ 12x Gromolon anchoring and pole attachment points

✓ 4x patented SmartClips with "Quiet Housings" for no-knot fixing to 
objects or vehicles

✓ 12x double sided MILSPEC snaps for attachment to multiple blankets

✓ Fire resistant to CPAI-84

✓ 100% UV blocking

✓ Wind proof

✓ Highly water resistant

✓ Hook and Loop I.D. placements

✓ Effective treatment for shock during the Golden Hour of transport

✓ Reduces cold injuries, reduces heat injuries

✓ Stand-alone shelter/shade, vehicle-based shelter/shade

✓ Expedient litter

✓ Thermal signature mitigation

✓ Modular; Blankets can be snapped together making shelter size as 
needed.   

✓ Berry Amendment Compliant

✓ Lifetime Manufacturer's Warranty
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